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Press Release
Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. to Showcase FlexPick Tray Denester for Food Packaging
in Booth C-3704 at PACK EXPO Las Vegas, September 25 - 27, 2017
Pineberry Manufacturing Inc.’s FlexPick Tray Denesting Pick and Place Systems are easily integrated into
existing lines.
Toronto, ON, June 29, 2017 – Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. will be exhibiting PACK EXPO Las Vegas
with a FlexPick Tray Denesting Pick and Place System. The Pineberry Automated Tray Denester product
line is manufactured for the food packing industries to automatically pick and place or dispense and drop
various sized stacks of trays, boxes, containers, cups, and the like onto a conveyor belt for food and
product filling. Shapes and sizes include rectangular, square, round, oval, octagon, virtually any shapes
available in the food packaging industry. Tray compositions include aluminum, styrofoam, foil, metal,
surgical plastic trays, plastic tubs, paperboard, and the like. Each stack is separated by side pneumatics
systems and dispenses one to six trays at a time.
“This is a robust solution that can be easily integrated into existing food and product
filling lines with speed matching technology, manufactured to increase order
fulfillment, reducing downtime and unnecessary costs,” states David McCharles,
President of Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. “Our FlexPick Tray Denesting Pick and
Place Systems have FDA design features, built with rugged durability for continuous
use and long life,” continues Mr. McCharles. “Simple adjustments minimize setup and
change over time. Push-button controls and the PLC user-interface make the
FlexPick Tray Denesting Pick and Place System easy to use and operate,” concludes
Mr. McCharles.
Pineberry Manufacturing Inc.’s FlexPick Tray Denesting Pick and Place Systems use speed matching
technology to accurately and positively dispense trays onto an existing conveyor belt. The FlexPick Tray

Denesting Pick and Place Systems offers high speeds and efficiency with the reliability and consistency
expected of a major contributor to food packaging automation worldwide. Automating the tray denesting
process reduces downtime generated by missing or unseparated trays, and avoids the low speed and
high cost of manual denesting. High efficiency combined with simplicity and low maintenance offers quick
turnaround times, durability and reliability to load various stack sizes and shapes.

About PACK EXPO
PACK EXPO International is the largest processing and packaging trade show in the world. Co-located
with Healthcare Packaging EXPO, the event features a marketplace of 2,000+ exhibitors displaying
processing and packaging equipment and technologies for virtually every vertical market, drawing
30,000+ attendees and offering free educational presentations in several venues on the show floor.
Attendees include corporate managers, engineers, sales managers, plant managers, logistics and supply
chain managers, manufacturers and production supervisors, brand and marketing managers, quality
controllers, purchasers, research/development and package designers from a wide variety of consumer
packaged goods companies (CPGs).

About Pineberry Manufacturing Inc.
Since 1984, Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. has been developing high-quality friction feeding, printing,
packaging and custom automation solutions for the plastic card, packaging, distribution, food and
beverage, pharmaceutical, graphic arts, and mailing and fulfillment industries. Additionally, Pineberry
specializes in integration, working with OEM’s and providing customized solutions for the most
demanding environments. Whether it is a standardized friction feeder, leaflet feeder, feeding and labeling
bags, feeding cookies or an integrated custom solution, Pineberry has the expertise to provide
exceptional products to make your project a success.

###

If you would like more information on these or other versatile innovations, please contact Chris Pereira at
(905) 829-0016 or email chris@pineberryinc.com.

